Abstract. Let A be an algebra over a field F satisfying (x, x, x) = 0 with a function g: Ax Ax A -+ F such that (xy)z=g(x, y, z)x(yz) for all x, y, z in A. If g{xit x2, x3) =g(xx", xi", x3") for all w in S3 and all xlt x2, x3 in A then A is called an associosymmetric algebra. It is shown that a simple associo-symmetric algebra of degree > 2 or degree = 1 over a field of characteristic ^ 2 is associative. In addition a finitedimensional semisimple algebra in this class has an identity and is a direct sum of simple algebras.
Throughout we shall let A denote an associo-symmetric algebra over a field F of characteristic ^2. In §1 we show that A is power-associative and has a vector space decomposition A=Axx + Ax0 + A0x + A00 relative to any idempotent e. In §2 the multiplicative properties of the submodules are studied and as a consequence of these one obtains Theorem 3.2 that if A is simple and e+1 is an idempotent then Axxfa and A00(e) are associative subalgebras. The decomposition of A relative to several orthogonal idempotents, derived in §4, is used to obtain Theorem 4.2 that if A is simple and has degree > 2 then A is associative. The main result of §5 is that if A is finite dimensional and semisimple then A has an identity and is a direct sum of simple algebras. Finally in §6 an argument is adopted from alternative rings to show that if A is simple and of degree one then it is a field.
1. Preliminaries. Theorem 1.1. If A is an associo-symmetric algebra then A is power-associative.
Proof. We show that xaxb = xa+b for any x in A by induction on k = a + b. The result holds if k = 3 by third power-associativity. Assume that the result holds for állk<nandletO<sin-l.Thenxn-1x = (xn-s-1x$)x=g(xn-s-1,xs,x)xn-s-1(xs+1).
On the other hand xn~sxs = (xn~s~1x)xs=g(xn~s'1, x, xs)xn's~1xs + 1. By associosymmetry, however, gfa'3'1, xs, x)=g(xn's~1, x, Xs). Therefore xn~1x=xn~sx* and if we let a=n-s, b=s then xaxb = xn = xa+b. Thus, A is power-associative by finite induction.
It seems worthwhile to remark here that the assumption (xy)z=g(x, y, z)x(yz) with g: Ax Ax A -> F and g(xlt x2, x3)=g(xln, x2%, x3") is not in itself sufficient to Therefore A is not power-associative. Lemma 1.1. Let e be an idempotent of an associo-symmetric algebra A over a field of characteristic ^2. Then (a, e, e) = (e, a, e) = (e, e, a)=0 for all a in A.
(Here (a, b, c) = (ab)c-a(bc).)
Proof. Since A is power-associative, A has a vector space decomposition A = Ax + Ax¡2 + A0 relative to e where Ai={ai\eai + aie = 2ia^ for i'=l,0, ■£ [1] . Since A satisfies (x, x, x)=0 it can be shown (see [6, p. 137] ) that Ai = {a¡ I eat = ate = ia/} for /' = 1,0. Now let a^O be in A. From (x, x, x)=0 we have (e, e, a) + (e, a, e) + (a, e, e)=0. If we let a=g(e, e, a)=g(a, e, e)=g(e, a, e) then by the associo-symmetric identity, (a-l)e(ea) + (a-l)e(ae) + (a-l)ae=0.
If a = l the lemma follows. Otherwise e(ea) + e(ae) + ae = 0. Let a = a1+a1/2 + a0. Then ae = a1 + a1/2e, e(ae) = ax + e(ax/2e), and e(ea) = ax + e(eaxi2). Thus we have 3a1+a1/2e + e(ai;2e + ea1/2) = 0. But a1/2e + ea1/2=a1/2. Therefore we get 3ai + a1/2 = 0, oi,2 = 0 and a = ax + a0. (In fact if characteristic F^=3 then a = a0.) Thus (e, a, e) = (a, e, e) = (e, e, a) = 0.
It is a well-known fact that in any algebra A, the results of Lemma 1.1 imply that A has a Peirce decomposition A= AY1+ A10 + AQ1 + A00. Therefore we have Theorem 1.2. If A is an associo-symmetric algebra over afield of characteristic t¿2 and if e is an idempotent of A then A=Axx(e) + Ax0(e) + AOx(e) + AO0(e) where Aij(e) = {xij | exy = /x¡y and xije=jxij}.
It is clear that if a = an + i7io + aoi + ûoo then a11 = eae, a10 = ea -eae, a01=ae -eae, and a00 = a -ae -ea+eae.
2. Multiplication of the modules. and a01 = aoo = 0. Therefore xy e Axi + A10. On the other hand g(x,y,e) = a=l, (xy)e = xy. Therefore xy eA 1X + A01. Thus, xy e(A11+A10) n (Axx + A01) = Axx. Now, let xeAxx, y e A10 and a=g(x, e, y). Then xy = (xe)y = ax(ey) = axy.
If a = 0 then xy = 0e Axo-Otherwise a=l=g(e,x,y). Thus xy = (ex)y = e(xy) and xy e Axo + Axx-However, (xy)e = x(ye) = 0. Therefore xy e A10 + A00. Thus, xyeAxoLemma 2.3. A01Axx = AQx, A01Axo=A00.
Proof. Let x e A01, y e Axx, a = g(x,e,y).
Then xy = (xe)y = ax(ey) = axy.
Therefore a = 0 or 1. If <* = 0 then xy = 0e A01. Otherwise a=l =g(e, x,y) =g(x,y, e). Therefore 0 = (ex)y = e(xy) and (xy)e = x(ye) = xy. Thus, xy e (A01+A00) n(A0x + Ax1) = A01.
Next let x e A01, y e A10-Clearly xy e ^4io + ^oo since (xy)e=g(x, y, e)x(ye) = 0. Let a=g(x, e, y)=g(e, x, y). If a = 0 then (xe)y = 0 and xy = 0e A00. Otherwise g(e,x,y)¥=0-Then 0 = (ex)y=g(e, x,y)e(xy) and e(xy) = 0. Thus xyeA01 + A00. But xy e Ax0+A00. Therefore xy e A00. If i=l then yx e AxxA00 = 0 by Lemma 2.1. Therefore -\e(xy) = xy, which forces xy = 0. If / = 0 then reconsider a. If a = g(x, e, y)^0 then 0 = (xe)y = ax(ey) = axy. Therefore xy = 0. Otherwise a = 0=g(e, y, x) and yx=(ey)x=0. Therefore (1) reduces to xy + e(xy) = 0. This again forces xy=0 to show that ^00(^10 + ^11) = 0. Now let xeA00, y e A01. If a=l then (xy)e = x(ye) = xy and e(xy) = (ex)y = 0. Therefore xy e A01. If a^l then by a linearization of third power-associativity as in Lemma 2.5 we have x(ey) + x(.ye)+j(xe)+j>(ex) + e(x.y) + e(.yx) = 0 which reduces to xy + e(xy) + e(yx) = 0 since xeA00, y e A01. Now yx e A01A00 = 0 by Lemma 2.1. Therefore xj + e(xj>) = 0 which forces xy = 0e A01. Therefore ^oo^oi £/íoi-Finally, the last statement of Lemma 2.5 is immediate.
The results of Lemmas 2.1-2.5 give the following.
Theorem 2.1. If e is an idempotent of an associo-symmetric algebra A over a field of characteristic ^2 then the modules Aif(e) have the multiplicative relations (2) AxxAxx^Axx, It should be noted that if A has an identity 1 and e == 1 then (3) can be strengthened to A00(e)2^A00(e). For A00(e)2 = Axx(l -e)2^Axx(l -e) = A00(e).
3. Simple algebras. In an associative algebra the set B=Ax0A0x + Axo + A01 + A01Axo is an ideal. We prove the same result for associo-symmetric algebras and use it to characterize the simple algebras. According to convention "simple" means "simple but not nil". Lemma 3.1. Axi(AxoA01)^AxoA0x.
Proof. Let x e AXx, y £ A10, z e A01. If a=g(x, y, z)=g(xTr, y-n, ztt)=1 then x(yz) = (xy)z e A10A01 by (5) . Otherwise the linearization of (a, a,a) = 0 gives (6) x(yz) + x(zy)+y(xz)+y(zx) + z{xy) + z{yx) = 0. Now x(zy) e AxxAoo = 0, xz e AxxA01 = 0, and yx e A10Axx = 0 by (4). Therefore (6) reduces to x(yz)+y{zx)+z(xy)=0. But x(yz) e Axx, y(zx) eAxx, and z(xy) e A00. Therefore z(xy)=0 and (6) reduces to x(yz)= -y(zx). But y(zx) e A10(A0xAxx) A10A01 by (5) . Therefore x(yz) e A10A0x-Lemma 3.2. Aoo(A0xAxo)^A01Axo-Proof. Let x e A00, y e A01, z e A10-If g(x, y,z)=l then x(yz) = (xy)z e A0iA10-Otherwise we have (6) . But x(zy) e AQOAxx = 0, xze.4oo^io = 0 and so y(xz)=0, and z(yx)eAxo(A0xA00) = 0. Therefore (6) reduces to x(yz)+z(xy)+y(zx) = 0.
But x(yz) e ^Oo(^oi^io) = ^oo=^oo + ^io, y(zx) e AOxAx0^AO0, and z(xy) e AxoA01 sAxx-Therefore z(xj>) = 0 and x(yz)= -y(zx) e A0xA10 to prove the lemma. Hence A0QA00çAû0. Thus A = Axx(e)@ A00(e) and 4n(e), A00(e) are ideals of A.
Since e $ A00(e), A00(e)^A. Therefore A00(e) = 0 and A=Axxfa. But this contradicts the assumption that e#l. Therefore B = A, Axx(e) = A10(e)A0x(e) and A00(e) =A0x(e)A10(e).
Corollary
2. Ifie is an idempotent of a simple associo-symmetric algebra A then A00(e)2^A00(e).
Proof. Let x, y e A00(e). Then by Corollary 1, x=x01Xx0 and xy=(xQxX10)y =gix01, x10, y)x0x(x10y). The right-hand side is clearly in A00(e). Therefore the result follows. Let x e A10, y e A01, z e Axx, and w = e. Then zw + wz = 2z, xw+wx = x, and wy+yw=y. Also, by Theorem 2.1, xz = zy = 0. Therefore for these specializations (7) reduces to 2(x, y, z) + (z, y, x) + (e, y, zx) + 2(y, x, z) + (z, x, y) + (e, x, yz) + (z, e, xy) (8) + (z, e, yx) + (x, e, yz) + (y, e, zx) + (e, z,xy) + (e, z, yx)
+ (x,z,y) + (y,z,x) = 0. Now (z, y, x)=0 since AxxA0i=0, (y, x, z)=0 = (x, z, y) since AiQAxj=0. Also ey=e[y(zx)] = 0, xe = e(yz) = 0. Therefore (e, yz, x) = (x, e, yz) = 0. Also ex = x and e[x(yz)]=x(yz) since x(yz)eAxx-Therefore (e,x,yz) = 0. Similarly (z,e,xy) = (z, e, yx) = (y, e, zx)=(e, z, xy) = (e, z, yx)=0. Therefore (8) reduces to Therefore (x, y, z) = 0 proving that (^4io,^oi,^ii) = 0. In (10) again (z,x,y) + (y, z, x) = 0. But (z, x, y)e Axx and (y, z, x) e A00. Therefore (z, x, y) = (y, z, x) = 0. Hence (/l11,^10,^0i) = (^oi,^ii,^io) = 0.
Lemma 3.4. Under the same hypothesis as the previous lemma, (A10, A00, A01) = (Axi, ^ioï Aoo) = 0.
Proof. Let x e A10, y e A00, and z e A01. Then third power-associativity reduces to (x,y, z) + (y, z, x) + (z, x,y) = 0. But (x,y,z)eAlx, (y, z, x) + (z, x, y)e AQ0. Therefore (x, y, z) = 0. Similarly if x e AX1, y e A10, and zeA00 we immediately obtain (x, y, z) = 0. and Axx is associative. Since A00(e) = Alx(l -e), A00 is also associative.
4. Decomposition relative to several idempotents. If A is an alternative-or Jordan algebra and el5 e2,..., et are orthogonal idempotents of A, then one has a vector space decomposition A = ^ Au (7,7 = 0, 1,..., t) with Atj = {x | ekx=Sklx and xet = 8nx} with S the Kronecker delta. We show that the same decomposition is obtained for associo-symmetric algebras. Lemma 4.1. Let e, é be orthogonal idempotents of an associo-symmetric algebra A with 1. Then e(e'x) = (xe')e = 0 and(e, x, e') = 0.
Proof. Let ^4 = ^i1-r-y410-i-^oi+^oo be the decomposition relative to the idempotent e. Then since e and e' are orthogonal, e' e A00. Thus if x e A then x=Xxi + x10+x01-l-xoo and e'x e^00(^11-r-^10-r-y4oi-l-^oo)£^oi+^oo-(Here we are using the stronger form of (3) in an algebra with 1 ; namely, A20^A00.) Therefore e(e'x) = 0. Similarly xe'eA10 + A00 and so (xe')e = 0. Now from third powerassociativity either g(e, x, e')=l or e(xe' + e'x) + e'(xe + ex) + x(ee' + e'e) = 0 which reduces to e(xe')+e'(xe)=0. But e(xe') e A10, e'(xe) e A01. Therefore e(xe')=0 and (ex)e'=g(e, x, e')e(xe') = 0 and in this case also (e, x, e') = 0.
In routine fashion the previous lemma gives Theorem 4.1. Let e1; e2,..., e¡ be orthogonal idempotents of an associo-symmetric algebra A with 1. Then A = % A^ (i,j=0,l,..., t) is a vector space decomposition of A with Atj = {x I ekx=8ilcx and xet = 8nx}. Lemma 4.2. AifAkl = 0 ifij^k (i,j, k, 1=0, 1,2,..., t).
Proof. Either j^O or k^Q. IfyVO then AijçAxx(e,) + A0x(ej). But AklçA01(ej) + A00(e,). Therefore AijAkl = 0. Similarly if /c#0.
We now prove the following fundamental theorem on associo-symmetric algebras.
Theorem 4.2. Let Abe a simple associo-symmetric algebra over afield of characteristic #2 and let 1 =ej + e2+ ■ ■ • +etfor pairwise orthogonal idempotent s e¡. Then if t > 2, A is associative.
Proof. We shall be considering the Peirce decomposition A = 2 Au relative to ex, e2,..., et. Let e = e1 + ei. Then Axx(e) = eAe = A1x + All + Aix + Aii is associative by Theorem 3.2. Therefore (Alt, Ailt Alt) = 0. But ^io(^i) = 2í=2 Ax¡ and ^0i(^i) = 25 = 2 an. Now let a, ce A10(ex) with b e AQ1(ex). Then a = 2' = 2 (*ij, c=2? = 2 clf, and ¿> = 2í=2 bjx-Then (ab)c = Jitj_kA = 2 (axjbkl)cxi. By the previous remark if j=k = l then (axjbkx)cxi = ai,(bklCx^. lfj¥=k then a1;ekl = 0 by Lemma 4.2. Therefore (ab)c =z2ti.i = 2:i*i («iAi>n + 2;=2 axfbjxCxj). But alf e A0x(ej) = AxQ(l -e¡), bn e A10(ej) = A01(l -e,), and cu e A00(e,) = Axx(l-e,). Since, by Lemma 3.3, (A10, A01, ^n)=0 we have (axjb¡x)cxi = axi(bjxCxi). Therefore (a¿>)c = 2',¡ = 2 ai,(/3;1c1(). On the other hand a(¿c) = 2í,fc,i«2 «iAAiCii)-
But bklcu e Ax0(ek)A00 ( We have shown that all associators which have an element of Axx in the first place are zero.
We now consider associators having an element of ^410 in the first entry. We = (xy0i)yio-Therefore (xy)z=[(xy01)yxo]z. But (Axx, A10, A00) = 0. Therefore (xy)z = (xy0i)(yioz)-Finally we get (xy)z=x[y0x(y10z)] from (A10, A01, Ao) = 0-But y01 e A10(l -e), y10 e A01(l-e) and z e ^n(l -e). Therefore ;M.Vioz) = (j'oiJ'io)2:
and (xy)z=x[(y01yxo)z] = x(yz), the desired result. The same arguments are used to show that associators with elements of A01(ex) or A00(ex) in the first entry are zero. Therefore A is associative.
5. Semisimple algebras. A power-associative algebra A is called semisimple if its nilradical = maximal nil ideal is zero. If A is a finite-dimensional nonnil algebra than a familiar argument (see [5, p. 39]) shows that A has a principal idempotent e. Clearly e is a principal idempotent of A +. In [3] Kokoris has shown that Ax¡2(e) + Aü(efal\ad A+ (cf. proof of Lemma 1.1 for notation). But Aia(e) + A01(e) = Axi2(e) and A00(e) = AQ(e). Therefore A10 + A0x + A00^Rad A +. Let x e A10, y e A01. Then 2x-y = xy+yx e Rad A+. Since yx e A01A10çA00^Rad A+ we conclude that xyeRad,4 + . Therefore A10A0x = R3.d A +. Thus the ideal B = A10(e)A0x(e) + Ax0(e) + A01(e) + A0x(e)A10(e) is a nil ideal. If we assume that A is semisimple then 5 = 0. Therefore A10(e) = AQ1(e) = 0 and A=Axx(e) + A00(e). Since A10 = 0, y400 is a subalgebra and the sum is a direct sum A = AXx®A00. Since e is principal A00 is nil. Therefore ^00 = 0 and A=Ax\(e). Therefore e is an identity element of A. We have proved the first part of the following theorem.
Theorem 5.1. Let A be a finite-dimensional semisimple associo-symmetric algebra. Then A has an identity and is the direct sum of simple algebras.
To complete the proof assume that D is an ideal of A. Since D is not nil it has principal idempotent e. Thus, as before, F)10 + F)01 + F>00£Rad F>+ and FJ10£)01 4-Dxo + DQx + D01D10 is a nil ideal of D. Note however that D10 = Axo, D01 = A01 and Dxx=Axx-For D10 = D n A10 = Axo-On the other hand if xeAxo then x = exeD.
Thus A10 = D and A10= D10-Similarly for the others. Therefore B=A10A01 + A10 + A01 + A0xAxo is a nil ideal of A. Since A is semisimple 5 = 0. Therefore A=Axx® A00 = Dxx® A00. Since any ideal of Ati is automatically an ideal of A, Ait (i=l, 2) is semisimple. Therefore A is a direct sum of semisimple algebras of smaller dimension and an easy induction completes the theorem.
6. We close with a short discussion of the degree one case. If A is a finitedimensional associo-symmetric algebra whose only idempotent is the identity 1 over an algebraically closed field F, then an argument of Albert's [2, p. 526] shows that every element ae Ais of the form a = al +n with a e Fand n a nilpotent element. Theorem 6.1. A finite-dimensional, simple degree one algebra over a field of characteristic #2 is afield.
Proof. Assume that A is simple, degree one over F. We may assume without loss of generality that F is algebraically closed. Then every a in A is of the form al+n and since A is power-associative, if a^0 then a has an inverse in A. Let N={n e A\n nilpotent}. We show that A7 is a subalgebra, hence an ideal of A. By Albert [2] and Oemhke [4] , A' is a subspace of A. Let x,yeN with yn = 0, yn ~: ^ 0. If xy is not nil-
